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Dear Reader,
The Last financial year closed on a
positive note for us as we registered a
10% growth in a turbulent market in
spite of the economy not performing to
its expected potential. We are excited
about the opportunities expected to be
thrown at us by the market and expect
the growth trend to continue.
This edition of Liftech is about three
new products as well as showcases
our expertise on value adding solutions.
The first article features an interesting
concept of having a weighing scale
integrated with a Hand Pallet Truck,
making this combination an extremely
interesting amalgamation of two
separate activities being handled by
one product.

INTRODUCES

HAND PALLET
TRUCK
with Weighing
Scale

The second article features our partner
M/s Crown Equipment Corporation
launching the C5 series of LPG forklifts
which is set to redefine performance
matrix in this category of products. Less
maintenance, a longer lifespan and
dependable uptime add up to lower cost
of ownership and better lifetime value
with the new Crown C-5 series. When it
comes to total lifetime value, Crown is
the clear leader.
Our commitment to Government’s
initiative of having a Clean India through
the structured Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
is showcased in our partnership with
world’s leading industrial cleaning
equipment company, Tennant USA.
This edition talks about Tennant
launching the new T300e scrubber
which offers innovative technology
and unmatched versatility in industrial
cleaning.
The last segment of this issue presents
simple attachments having huge impact
on productivity.
We hope you find this issue of Liftech
informative and interesting. Do get in
touch with your nearest Godrej branch
or authorized dealer for more
information. We’re always glad to help.

Cheers!
Godrej Material Handling
Disclaimer
This content is the intellectual property of Godrej & Boyce Mfg.Co.Ltd, Godrej Material Handling and
is copyright protected and legally privileged. Unauthorized copying, reproduction or distribution of
this information would amount to an infringement of law and would invite applicable penalties.

Godrej Material Handling introduces a hand pallet truck with
integrated load indication system. The robust designed system
is ideal for cost conscious user who wants to experience the
advantages of mobile weighing. The compact LCD indicator of
this model shows weight indication in steps of 5 kgs / 1 kg,
with a tolerance of +/- 0.1 and +/-2% and works on only
2AA batteries.
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HAND PALLET TRUCK WITH WEIGHING SCALE

Only 2 keys needed for operation
New: Totalization function!

Indicator powered by two AA
batteries (2x1.2-1.5V), which are
located behind a sealed cover

The weighing scale unit is built on the head of a
completely standard hand pallet truck, which makes
it different from all conventional pallet truck scales:
the single fork structure contains no scale
components and the forks keep their original
dimensions.

FEATURES

Schematic exploded view
of product configuration

For the best accuracy and repeatability each pallet
has to be lifted to the reference height for weighing.
The pallet truck has a spirit level which shows when
the reference height is reached after which the user
can read the weight.

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Manual
zero correction

Maximum error 0.1% of scale
capacity, even with floor conditions
that are not optimal or when a load
is placed out of center

High accuracy

Error messages
in display

Clear indication of overload

Preventing misuse

Totalising function
actuated by a switch

Ensures weight of all loads are
taken in consideration and avoids
duplication

Accuracy in measuring
weight of multiple loads

Auto sleep mode
of display

Optimizes usage of battery

Longer workcycle

High contrast
display

Clarity in information display at
ambient light conditions without
any additional backlight

Higher productivity
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CROWN C-5 SERIES - LPG FORKLIFT
PUSHING PERFORMANCE LIMITS

THE CROWN C-5 SERIES
REDEFINES LPG FORKLIFT WITH
BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATION IN
EVERY DETAIL. FROM ITS
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
POWERTRAIN TO PRECISE
COOLING, ERGONOMIC DESIGN
AND INTRINSIC STABILITY, THE
C-5 SETS NEW STANDARDS
ACROSS THE BOARD.
The Crown C-5 Series is built for indoor and
outdoor environments requiring material handling
equipment capable of performing in harsh

conditions that traditionally have been too tough for
sustained forklift performance. As a result, the
Crown C-5 Series is equipped with innovative and
durable components, such as an on-demand
cooling system, which extend product life, increase
uptime and reduce total maintenance costs. It can
handle capacities from 1.5 up to 3 tons.
DRIVEABILITY
The C-5 Series is designed inside and out for
optimal comfort, confidence, stability, and safety so
operator productivity can keep pace with lift truck
performance.
Operators can count on smooth handling and ease
in every action, whether traveling, turning, lifting or
loading and unloading. Smart use of steel,
operator-forward design, intrinsic stability and
easy-access controls add up to help operators get
more done.
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CROWN C-5 SERIES - LPG FORKLIFT
PUSHING PERFORMANCE LIMITS

Crown applied decades of expertise with
counterbalanced lift trucks to ensure static and
dynamic stability with the C-5. The Crown Intrinsic
Stability System combines engineering,
manufacturing and integrated technology to
proactively ensure optimal safety and performance.
The balancing of the engine virtually eliminates
vibration enabling smoother performance and
greater operation.

EXCEL IN ANY APPLICATION
With pneumatic and cushion models—plus dozens
of options, attachments and accessories—the C-5
Series is more than a match for even the most
demanding and specialized applications.
Crown offers fully enclosed hard cabin and soft
cabin options to ensure operator comfort and
convenience, even in the harshest conditions.

UNPRECEDENTED VALUE
Less maintenance, a longer lifespan and
dependable uptime add up to lower total cost of
ownership and better lifetime value with the new
Crown C-5 Series. Crown’s C-5 Series also features
easy accessibility. From removable side panels to
generous access space, the lift truck is designed
for “standing access.” To commonly serviced
components.

VIEW THE VIDEO
To know more about the
Crown C5 series, kindly scan
the barcode

The C-5 is backed by cost-saving, productivityenhancing features including long-term warranties
and a global support system. When it comes to total
lifetime value, Crown is the clear leader.
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TENNANT NEW T300E
SCRUBBER OFFERS INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY AND UNMATCHED VERSATILITY

Tennant introduced its latest automatic scrubber the T300 and T300e Walk-Behind Scrubber –
adding to its broad portfolio of commercial floor
scrubbers and cleaning solutions. The first scrubber
of its kind equipped with Tennant’s next generation
cleaning innovation – ec-H2O NanoClean™ – the
T300/T300e scrubber consistently delivers reliable,
high-performance results while lowering cleaning
costs.
“Tennant is continually innovating to improve our
customer’s cleaning operations with highperformance sustainable technologies. It’s our
commitment to drive innovation in both cleaning
technology and cleaning process to help our
customers clean more spaces, clean better and

clean for less” said Dave Huml, Tennant Company
Senior Vice President of Marketing.
The T300 and T300e Walk-Behind Scrubbers provide
unmatched versatility to meet the many types of
environments cleaned by our customers. Customers can
choose from multiple machine configurations to optimize
cleaning performance across virtually any hard surface
condition. Configuration options include Single Disk,
Orbital, Dual Disk and Dual Cylindrical. The T300 also
features an integrated Pro-Panel™ LCD touchscreen
that provides simplified operation including
programmable Zone settings™, supervisor lock-out
capabilities and on-board/on-demand videos to take the
guess work out of the cleaning process.
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TENNANT NEW T300E
SCRUBBER OFFERS INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY AND UNMATCHED VERSATILITY
The T300/T300e addresses key business challenges
for facility mangers by delivering outstanding
scrubbing results to enhance a facility’s image while
offering innovative features to help protect health
and safety, improve productivity and minimize
maintenance costs.

by an on-board e-cell that generates millions of
microscopic bubbles—nanobubbles—per milliliter
of solution. These nanobubbles then promote the
cleaning efficacy of the solution.

KEY BENEFITS OF INNOVATIONS:
• Simplified Operation:
Pro-Panel™ integrates an LCD touchscreen with
easy to understand graphics and provides
onboard video tutorials for operators.
• Improved Performance:
Hygenic® tanks allow for easy access when
cleaning to help reduce mold, bacteria and other
contaminants that can grow in enclosed tanks.
• Ease of Use:
Insta-Click™ magnetic head to allow pads and
brushes to be more easily changed with minimal
operator effort.
The T300/T300e with ec-H2O NanoClean™, the next
generation of the successful, sustainable cleaning
technology ec-H2O™. Like the original ec-H2O,
ec-H2O NanoClean technology electrically converts
water into an innovative cleaning solution that
cleans effectively, saves money and reduces
environmental impact compared to daily floor
cleaning chemicals. This converted water is created

For more information, visit
http://www.tennantco.com
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GODREJ ATTACHMENTS
SIMPLE IN NATURE, HIGH ON PRODUCTIVITY
SIDE SHIFT ATTACHMENT
Let‘s say your operations need to handle a few
hundred pallets every day. Each time the forklift
approaches a pallet, the operator has to align the
forks with the pockets on the pallet. If the alignment
is not proper, an operator may choose to push
forward anyway and force the forks through by
dragging the pallet along for a bit. Such handling
practices result in pallet and product damage.
Pallets on higher levels or placed on racking cannot
be handled even in this crude way. To do the right
thing, the operator has to back up, realign the truck
and approach the pallet again. Even experienced
operators need to back up at times while picking up
pallets but with less experienced operators, a
couple of attempts are often required with most
pallets to get it right. In either case, this wastes time
and fuel or battery power.

As the name suggests, the attachment allows the
forklift operator to hydraulically shift the forks
together, to the left or right of center by 100 mm
(about 4 inches), to align them correctly with fork
pockets on the pallet. So even if the operator is
slightly off the mark while approaching the pallet, all
he does is push a lever to move the forks together
to the required side and lines them up with the fork
pockets. Once rightly aligned, he simply drives
forward and smoothly picks up the pallet. There‘s no
pallet damage and no waste of time and fuel in
backing up and realigning the truck. It is safe, fast
and easy. Godrej Material Handling manufactures
and supplies side-shifts on all forklifts from 1.5 to 20
tonne capacity.

FORK POSITIONER ATTACHMENT
Both these precious commodities, time and energy,
can be saved by investing in a side-shift for your
forklifts.
In many countries, virtually all forklifts up to 3 tonne
capacity are delivered with a side-shift attachment
as a standard fitment. Though not a device which
stands out prominently (actually you hardly notice it)
its an amazing time and money saving device.

If all the pallets you have to handle in a day have
their fork pockets with the same space in between,
you are very lucky. With the variety of pallet
dimensions out there, each with differently spaced
fork pockets, all of which need to be handled on a
normal working day, it can become a nightmare for
operators and warehouse managers. Imagine what
would happen if your operator has to jump off the
forklift and adjust the fork spacing every 10 minutes
or so to handle a different set of pallets. Besides the
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GODREJ ATTACHMENTS
SIMPLE IN NATURE, HIGH ON PRODUCTIVITY
obvious loss of time and productivity, each time the
operator gets off the truck and adjusts the forks, he
is exposed to the danger of a back injury or getting
his fingers pinched between the forks and carriage.
Even if he is safe and cautious, he would be quite
tired before the shift is out. These losses can be
eliminated by investing in a hydraulic fork positioner
attachment for your forklifts. Unlike a side-shift
which moves both forks to one side together, the
fork positioner simultaneously moves the forks in
opposite directions about the carriage center i.e.
varies the distance between the forks
It is safe, fast and easy. Godrej Material Handling
manufactures and supplies fork positioners on all
forklifts from 1.5 to 20 tonne capacity.

COMBINED SIDE-SHIFT AND
FORK POSITIONER
This one kills two birds with one stone. The forks
can be either side-shifted to line up with the pallet
pockets or positioned to suit the different spacing
on your pallets. Both functions are hydraulically
operated by pushing the right lever.

Adjusting the forks to suit thefork pocket spacing on
your pallets becomes an activity lasting only
seconds, does not in any way tire your operator (he
does not even have to leave his seat) and does not
expose him to any danger.

We hope that this issue was of value to you.
If you have any queries or questions about
our products, feel free to get in touch with
us. You can send us your query on the email
address below to ask for information or visit
our website.

In case of any queries, feel to contact:
Arnab Ghosh | Manager - Marketing

To find out more about what’s new
at Godrej Material Handling,
check out www.godrejmhe.in

Godrej Material Handling,

Ph: +9122 6796 4660

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.,

Fax: +91 22 6796 1519

Plant 16, Pirojshanagar,

Email: mhemktg@godrej.com

Vikhroli, Mumbai - 400 079

www.godrejmhe.in
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